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Global paleogeography and life evolution: 1. Cenozoic
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Continental configuration in the Phanerozoic were synthesized, by the integration of not only continents and oceans, but also,
plates, ridge-transform system, ocean current, desert, glacier, major rivers, plume-driven bulge, rifts, mountain belts, lakes,
vegetation, and the location of first fossils appeared on the Earth. Methods employed here are as follows; plate reconstruction
after Scotese (1996, 2002, 2008), for the oceans by Engebretson et al. (1985; 1992), Cogne and Humler (2006), and Seton et al.
(2012), and OIB by Utsunomiya et al. (2008).

The Earth system has been changed drastically at 20 Ma under the strong influence by the internal phenomena of solid-Earth, in
particular, by the generation of 410 km-depth swarm of hydrous plumes immediately above the ”2nd continents”. The Cenozoic
is clearly divided into the two periods at ca. 20 Ma on the basis of the secular change in seawater Sr isotopic composition
(Veizer et al., 1999). This sharp change reflects the increased material flux from continental crusts to ocean by the plume-
driven topographic elevations and collision orogeny along the Himalayan-Tethyan domain all the way from Europe to Papua
New Guinese. It should be emphasized that the former is nearly 10 times greater in magnitude than the latter. The uplifted
regions include Tibet-East Asia, Rocky Mtn./Colorado plateau/Basin-and-Range/Rio Grande Rift in North America, and Middle
America. The A-subdcution of the main S. America block caused the uplift of the Andean Mtn. The separation

of S. America from Antarctica was critical to have isolated Antarctica around the South Pole to have triggered the glaciation
by virtue of cold-water circulation around the Antarctica.

The rapid glaciation both in Arctic and Antarctica started the Quaternary Period at 1.8 Ma, although the Cenozoic glaciation
had already started on Antarctica back to 20 Ma. The ultimate cause of the Quaternary glaciation can be blamed to the encounter
of our galaxy with a small ”dark cloud” since 20 Ma, and to that with nearby supernovae since 1.8 Ma. The low-temperature on
the planet surface and the resultant glaciation was triggered likely by the increased galactic cosmic radiation (GCR) through the
extensive development of cloud.

The appearance of the cold weather initiated two independent but critical driving forces for nutrient supply in ocean; i.e., cold-
water formation in high-latitudes coupled with accelerated upwelling, and intensified the Hadley atmospheric circulation induced
by the plume-driven development of topographic highs on-land closer to the altitude of basal stratosphere, as monitored by the
secular curve of seawater Sr isotope ratio. As to the changes in ecosystem after the end-Cretaceous extinction, the promoted
nutrients supply caused the increased volume of biomass and various biological innovations; e.g., replacemnt of radiolarians by
diatom, the appearance of C4 plants etc. The collision of India against Asia, caused the species mixing between two continents.
On the other hand, the resultant Tibetan uplift and birth of Asian Monsoon brought contrasting climate within Eurasia. The birth
of human being along the Rift Valley in E. Africa ca. occurred 5-7Ma was caused likely by the episodic eruption of ”atomic
bomb” magma along the prominent rift zone. In addition to the local mass extinction by radiations, this led the episodic human
escapes from Africa into Eurasia in multiple times after 1.2 Ma.
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